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Modern age president simulator guide

Check out the download range history for the Modern Age – President Simulator Premium in the United States. Rank History shows the popularity of the modern age: the President Premium Simulator is on Google Play and how it has changed over time. You can track the performance of the modern age: The President Premium Simulator every hour of each day across different
countries, categories, and devices. The Modern Age is a classic geopolitical, economic and military strategy, where you have to appear in the role of president of the modern state. Are you ready to become president of Russia or the US? Maybe Afghanistan will flourish under your rule? You can lead any modern state. Manage the state, explore new technologies and expand its
territory. Fight other countries and prove yourself as a wise president and successful military leader! Your civilization needs a strong leader! War System States and KingdomsAnnex, send troops to capture resources. Build a fleet, prepare military units, buy or produce military equipment. Erect airfields, arsenals, barracks and shipyards. Send spies and saboteurs. MinistriesManyar
ministries. Make your citizens' lives better and safer. This will help: the police, the security service, the Ministry of Health, Education, Defence, Infrastructure, etc. DiplomacySign non-aggression pacts, trade agreements, build embassies. Participate in the work of the UN, present resolutions. Laws and religionsMake laws depending on the chosen path of civilization development.
Choose the official religion of your state. Production and TradeProducation of food and raw materials for the manufacture of goods. Get resources. Trade with other states. Will taxes bet on production or high taxes? What is your strategy? And much more awaits you in the most epic game of the genre of military strategies for mobile devices! Are you ready to become president?
Which path do you choose? Will you become a dictator or a mild president? Their choice and strategy will be the key to the success and prosperity of the country and all of civilization. You can play the game without internet access. President Simulator Are you able to build a superpower? Become president and discover it! MoreModern ageMoreKievan RusIt is the first simulator to
immerse you in the Middle AgesMore colonization timeSimple geopolitical strategyMore than the 20th century – alternative historyExciting military strategyMore Europe 1784Fight and become the ruler of the worldMoreUSA Simulator 2Immerse in the world of governing the whole countryMoreRussia Simulator 2Immerse in the world of governing the whole country. MoreUkraine
Simulator 2 Ukraine will become a prosperous country, if it becomes its president? More is very likely that there are many people who want to try a new activity, but do not have the opportunity to do so because of some reasons. Now everyone has the opportunity to reality your dream in the virtual world, and simulator games for Android will help you do it. Simulator games for
Android provide provide with a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in a fantasy world full of real features. On our website you will find lots of simulator games for mobile phones, including strategy games for ipads belonging to different genres. Iphone strategies and other games will be loved by everyone who wants to relax and enjoy the gaming process. With every day, mobile
gaming becomes increasingly popular, demand for them is increasing, and it's not uncommon. These games allow you to try to work as a country leader. Mobile strategies are the best option for those who like to think ahead, love logic games and solve puzzles, including making decisions that affect the state of the virtual country. There are games that are for entertainment and
education, so everyone can choose one that matches their interests. On the pages of our website you will find several simulators, including educational simulators of the following types: Economic Simulators Business Simulators (country and resource management, business, infrastructure facilities management) Simulators that allow you to pretend to be president of any country
and feel like a true leader of the country We offer those who love mobile strategies the opportunity to choose between change and real time playing , which is very convenient. Choosing games for any mobile operating system simulator for Android is easy to install with your mobile phone; as soon as you've done it, you can enjoy playing. iOS simulators let you experience the
unforgettable emotions you won't be able to feel in real life. Any simulator on an iPad is always on hand, so you won't get bored in your spare time. Any game will allow a player to immerse himself in a virtual world where he will be able to play as president. With the help of iOS strategies, you will improve your thinking and enjoy the process. All the actions in the game are so
realistic that you will miss out on these games. Our website ensures that these games are entertaining and stimulate new skill workouts. 1.0.51 December 18, 2020 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Battle;-
Fixed errors;- Increased performance. 1.0.49 April 9, 2020 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. 1.0.48 April 6, 2020 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the
most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- New features;- Fixed errors;- Increase of the 1.0.45 January 24, 2020 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also
increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed Increased performance. 1.0.43 December 25, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Diplomacy;- Classification among players;- Fixed errors;-
Increased performance. 1.0.42 December 22, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Diplomacy;- Classification among players;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. 1.0.39 November 19, 2019 Thank you for
playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- New features;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. 1.0.37 September 18, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly
updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Investigations;- Achievements;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.36 September 10, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new
features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.35 August 23, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:-
Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.34 August 7, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Ministry of Sports;- Environment;- Infrastructure of housing and public
services;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.32 July 19, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Pirates;- Terrorists;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance.
Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.27 June 21, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please, please with translation, thanks: 1.0.26 June 18, 2019 Thank you for
playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- New features;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.25 June 7, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting
strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- New features;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.24 May 9, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching
new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- New features;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.23 April 24, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and
reliability. Added:- New features;- Redesign;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.22 April 5, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Ministries;- Fixed errors;-
Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.19 March 25, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Army maintenance;- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the
translation, thanks: 1.0.16 January 29, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.19 March 25, 2019 Thank you for playing the
Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Maintenance of Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.16 January 29, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting exciting
Are constantly updating our game: launch new features, and also increase your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks: 1.0.12 January 14, 2019 Thank you for playing the Modern Age. Enjoy one of the most exciting strategies. We are constantly updating our game: launching new features, and also
increasing your productivity and reliability. Added:- Fixed errors;- Increased performance. Please help with the translation, thanks:
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